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5 Anatomy of a job step elapsed time 
 
A batch job is normally composed of different steps each presenting specific characteristics, 
sometimes very different, in terms of elapsed time and resource needs. So in the next chapters we 
will mainly focus on the metrics available to analyze a job step in detail. Unless otherwise stated all 
the mentioned SMF metrics are provided in SMF 30 subtype 4. 
 
The first information needed is the step total elapsed time. It can easily be calculated by using two 
SMF timestamps provided in the following metrics: 

 Date and time that the initiator selected this step (SMF30STD, SMF30SIT); it is indicated 
as Step Start in the following figures; 

 Date and time that the record was moved to the SMF buffer (SMF30DTE, SMF30TME);  it 
is indicated as the Step End in the following figures. 

 
 

 
Figure 5 

 
 
To get more details about step elapsed time the following additional timestamps are provided:  

 SMF30AST, which is the device allocation start time; it is indicated as Alloc. Start in the 
following figures; 

 SMF30PPS, is the problem program start time; it is indicated as PGM Start in the following 
figures; 

 
Using them, we can evaluate the first two possible delays in the life of a step: dataset enqueue delay 
time (Enqueue) and dataset allocation delay time (Alloc.). 
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They can be calculated as follows1: 

 Enqueue  =  Alloc. Start   -  Step Start 
 Alloc.  =  PGM Start  -  Alloc. Start 

 
So we split the step elapsed time into three components: 

1. dataset enqueue time2; 
2. dataset allocation time;  
3. program execution time (PGM execution). 

 
Most of job step elapsed time is normally spent in the execution phase. In Figure 7 we show an 
example of elapsed time decomposition performed on all the job steps run in a production system 
during a representative day. 
 
Three applications have been isolated3:  

 DB2APPL, a DB2 based application; 
 SASAPPL, a SAS application; 
 SECAPPL, a security application (RACF based).  

 
All the other applications have been included in OTHER. 
 

 
Figure 7 

 
SECAPPL shows a consistent value for the allocation time which accounts to about 12% of the 
elapsed time. For all the other applications (DB2APPL, SASAPPL and OTHER) more than 99% of 
the elapsed time is normally spent in the execution phase.   
 
To split the execution time we can use two additional metrics provided in SMF 30: 

 SMF30TAT, which is the System Resources Manager (SRM) transaction active time; it is 
indicated as Active Time in the following figures; 

 SMF30RES, is the System Resources Manager (SRM) transaction residency time; that is the 
amount of time the SRM transaction was in real storage; it is indicated as Residency Time in 
the following figures. 

 
By subtracting the active time from the execution time the step not active time (Not Active in the 
following figures) can be calculated. It represents the time the step has been swapped out for long 
wait or detected wait.  

                                                 
1 It’s worth to note that Allocation and PGM start dates are not provided; this is not an issue when the job elapsed time 
is less than one day. For jobs running for more days some assumption has to be made by looking at other SMF 30 
metrics in order to perform these calculations.  
2 It is mostly related to the first job step when datasets availability is checked for the whole job.                                          
3 The same analysis can obviously be done by isolating a single specific job step. 

APPL Steps

Total Elapsed 

Time

Total Enqueue 

Time

Total Allocation 

Time

Total Execution 

Time

% Enqueue 

Time

% Allocation 

Time

% Execution 

Time

DB2APPL 602 41.148,85              0,71                         44,53                       41.103,61              0,0 0,1 99,9

SASAPPL 379 41.156,86              0,24                         78,81                       41.077,81              0,0 0,2 99,8

SECAPPL 1.101 17.861,46              0,66                         2.243,83                 15.616,97              0,0 12,6 87,4

OTHER 296.991 39.472.823,00      9.005,17                 33.478,45              39.430.339,00      0,0 0,1 99,9
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Figure 8 

 
Not active time is irrelevant in the three applications in our example but accounts to about 27% of 
the step execution time of all the other applications. 

 

 
Figure 9 

 
We can repeat the process to calculate the step not resident time (Not Res in the following figures) 
by subtracting the residency time from the active time. It represents the time the task is active but 
it’s not resident in memory (it is swapped out) because the target MPL was not high enough to 
include it. 
 

 
Figure 10 

 
Memory resources are so abundant in the system in our example that the step not resident time is 
practically zero for all the applications. 
 

 
Figure 11 
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Total Execution 
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Time

% Not 

Active Time
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Time

DB2APPL 602 41.103,61 26,02 41.077,60 0,1 99,9

SASAPPL 379 41.077,81 214,66 40.863,29 0,5 99,5

SECAPPL 1.101 15.616,97 76,00 15.541,05 0,5 99,5

OTHER 296.991 39.430.339,00 10.797.229,00 28.633.212,00 27,4 72,6
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APPL Steps

Total Active 

Time
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Time

Total 
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Time

% Not 

Resident 

Time

% 

Residency 

Time

DB2APPL 602,00 41.077,60 0,00 41.077,60 0,0 100,0

SASAPPL 379,00 40.863,29 0,00 40.863,29 0,0 100,0

SECAPPL 1.101,00 15.541,05 5,13 15.535,92 0,0 100,0

OTHER 296.991,00 28.633.212,00 1.745,97 28.631.466,00 0,0 100,0
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All the delay reasons discussed up to now (enqueue, allocation, long and detected wait, MPL swap) 
explain only a minor part of the step elapsed time of SECAPPL (13%) and OTHER (27,5%) 
applications and practically nothing of the step elapsed time of DB2APPL and SASAPPL. 
  
The next step is the decomposition of the residency time in Using CP time (which includes CPU, 
zAAP and zIIP time) and Not Using CP time (which essentially includes I/O, paging and mount 
time).  
 

 
Job step residency time will be analyzed in detail in the third part of this paper. 

 
 
 


